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THE SQUAEIE PERISTYLE AND BRICK BUILDING.

Chronology of Deposits 0-R 7-10, P 10:3, Q 9-10:1, Q 10:1

The deposits 0-R 7-10, P 10:3, Q 9-10:1, and Q 10:1 all

relate to the period of construction of the Square Peristyle and

thus are closely associated chronologically. The largest and most

significant for establishing the date work began on the building

is 0-R 7-10. The ceramic and numismatic material of this deposit

comes from the great quantity of earth that was thrown in during

the early stages of construction in order to raise the sloping

ground of the site to the desired floor level within the

structure. Fill was needed over much of the area but particularly

at the north and west where it originally reached as much as two

meters in depth.20 fill has been used in the

following analysis, however, since some areas suffered from

considerable building activities in later times resulting in the

disturbance of the original deposit. For this reason, the fill in

the east colonnade of the building, behind shops XV-XVIII of the

Stoa of Attalos, has not been included since here the

stratification was greatly disturbed, with contaminated material

ranging in date from Hellenistic to late Roman (of. Lavers 38,

M)• Excluded too is the area in front of the Stoa of Attalos

where later operations greatly lowered the ground level that had

been artificially raised both within and to a certain extent "

outside the building. This later activity removed nearly the

ko2^
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entire fill from this half of the Square Peristyle, with the

result that Roman levels often directly overlay bedrock or else

covered only bare centimeters of the 4th century layer, with

frequent mixing of the strata (e.g., cf. Lavers 96 and 92).

Significant portions of largely undisturbed fill still remain,

however. The most extensive is that within the court of the

building, in the area both east and west of foundation Piers 13-19

belonging to the interior colonnade of the Stoa of Attalos (Layer

121), as well as beneath the corresponding section of the Stoa

terrace. Farther north, on either side of the Square Peristyle's

north stylobate, the fill lay deep beneath the two extensions of

the Stoa terrace and the single enlargement of the Stoa colonnade,

where Piers 21 and 22 were added fLaver 17^. And directly behind

Shops XXX and XX of the Stoa, excavation revealed successive

layers of fill in the Square Peristyle's north colonnade (Layers

M.~85.) • Even in these areas some intrusion occurred. In the area

of the court, for instance, the clay floor of the Square Peristyle

was not well preserved everywhere, so that sometimes the

excavators found it difficult to distinguish between Construction

Fill (Layer 121) and the Fill Over the Floor (Layer 122; Q 8—9),
deposited when the Square Peristyle went out of use early in the

second century. The material drawn for analysis therefore comes

from those levels of the fill which lie well below the floor in

this area, either from the fill proper, that is loose earth dumped
at the initial stages of the building operation, or from the lower

levels of working floors. Slight contamination also occurred in

the area of Stoa Piers 21 and 22 (Layer i2).21 The construction

^1.03
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of the Late Roman Fortification Wall may be responsible for the

little contamination found in two layers of fill in the north

colonnade (Layers On the whole, however, impurities were

very restricted, and a fully representative sample of the finds J'
\

can be assured due to the large volume of material found in the

areas included for analysis.

Deposits P 10:3 and Q 9-10:1 are contemporary with 0-R 7-10.

P 10:3 represents the dxomped filling of the well which lay in the

line of the foundation for the building's south outer wall.

Discovered by the builders of the Square Peristyle when they dug

their trench, the well was filled in and covered over at that

time (above, p. 138). The small quantity of pottery from the fill

compares closely with that from the construction fill. The

cistern Q 9-10:1 shared a similar fate. Located in the eastern

half of the south colonnade of the Square Peristyle, it too was

put out of use at the time of the Square Peristyle's construction

(above, p. 184). The pottery from the dumped filling in the

southern draw shaft dates to both the 4th and 2nd century. The

4th century material, though scanty, is contemporary with the

construction fill within the building, and undoubtedly was thrown
in by the builders of the Square Peristyle when they filled the

cistern in order to provide a sound footing for their foundations.

The lack of 3rd century material would seem to indicate that the

cistern was hot in use during the life of the Square Peristyle.
The later pottery will have found its way in at the time of the

construction of the Stoa of Attalos when parts of the system were
filled a second time.22 pottery from fill below the plastered
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floor of the northern drawshaft, and belonging therefore to the

time of the construction of the cistern, dates to the third

quarter of the 4th century, perhaps 25 years earlier than the

construction fill of the Square Peristyle.

Deposit Q 10:1 represents the fill within the foundation

trench for the south outer wall in the area underneath the

colonnade of the Stoa of Attalos, between the foundations of the

Shops' front wall and that of the stylobate of the Stoa. Various

features relating to the trench suggest that foundations were

never laid here and that the trench was filled soon after it had

been dug when the whole building project went awry (above, pp.

135-139). The ceramic evidence, which suggests a-date for the

filling of the trench slightly later than the Construction Fill, /

supports this view.

Of particular importance for the dates of these deposits are

the stamped amphora handles found in 0-R 7-10 and Q 10:1. Eleven

were found in 0-R 7-10, of which the most closely datable are the

six Thasian. Of these, the four latest are single name eponym

stamps, a class which begins in the midj-^th century; the latest of

the group from 0-R 7-10 may date as late as ca. 310.23 of the

twenty-seven stamped amphora handles found in Q 10:1, eighteen are

Thasian; as in the case of the Construction Fill, these are the

most closely datable. Significantly, they are a stage later than

the Thasian stamps from 0-R 7-10, both in regard to the stamp

(with no overlapping of the names of eponyms), the shape of

'handle, and the shape of the rim. The Thasian stamps from the

Fill of the South Outer Wall may be as late as ca. 285.24

I I , • , <-J O

/\1 ^ ~S> '~tO ^ ca-—'—\ ^
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Of the sixty-odd coins found in the Construction Fill of the

Square Peristyle, seine—thirty—one are—listed in the—Aqorci—records_<^

inventoiry nujnfeers^nd have now been carefully restudied by John
Vi.!Kroll.25 He found the latest of the 24 luylLlu cuiiis to be SA-

377, a coin of Demetrios Poliorcetes struck ca. 300-295.26

came from the area of the construction fill beneath Stoa Piers 21

and 22 (Lay^ 2J.) • In the same area were found three coins with a

head of Athena in Corinthian helmet on the obverse and an owl

facing left with the retrograde legend H0/A on the reverse (SA-

367, 375, 384). In a preliminary paper on the early bronze

coinage of Athens,27 Kroll linked the issue of this coin (his

E) with 'poriod—pro—Macedonian

oligarchy of 322-307. ir-the-dt
6

jPartly—©n-the/

bars-rs—of~ieenGqraphi-c-~considerat-i-onsY^^—partly—beoause—the^quar/^l
Peristy!lre-^ae-thoughtW5i^other-grounde-4:-c>^ave-i3een--ini-tiated^^
iykeurg©s-around-02^8...Ki.oll-ehos^-the-eariier-dateJ He
expressed reservation^;^'' however, because it compressed the three

earlier issues (Varieties B-D) into less than a decade, while .
Variety E and its successor, F, were protracted over some 36
years.29 Subsequent discoveries in the Kerameikos and additional
study of the chronology have now persuaded Kroll that in fact the

coin could not have been issued as early as 322 but rather ivsJt ^
V (ptruok bctween-W-and-5&^;30 addition to the three examples

m

of Variety E and the coin of Demetrios Poliorcetes, Laver 17 also

Variety C (ZA-374) , now to be dated probably
^ ^round-3^^ a coin of Eleusis, Variety Mor N (SA-383) , of the

t\.Oh
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coins of the earliest bronze issue, Variety A (I:a-373, 388) , of

the third quarter of the 4th century. Finally, from this same

area comes SA-385, a coin of Philip V (220-179). This last must

be intrusive since the other eight coins, the largest

concentration anywhere in the fill, are remarkably consistent in

date, and there are no intervening coins of the 3rd century.

A fourth owl left coin (SA-190) was found under the floor of

the north colonnade, in the area directly behind the Stoa of

Attalos (Layer ^). Two examples of Variety D, dating just prior

to the owl left issue, came from an area of the fill beneath the

two extensions to the terrace of the Stoa of Attalos. The first

discovered in Layer 18, just north of the Square

stylobate, to the east of the building's west drain.

The second (I:a-215) was found south of the stylobate, well below

the floor of the court in the area of the first extension of the

Stoa terrace (Layer 63).31

Altogether, five coins from the Construction Fill (€ovr of
the owl left issue"!) ^d-4iha-o^ne-^2oin-nTf-Demetrios-Po-M<3-reetes4 date

centurythe first years of
the third,^nearly one quarter of the ^ legible coins from the

fill. In addition, two coins, those of Variety D, date only a
.d-A iff ^little earlier, Weili within the final quarter of the 4th century.

This evidence complies with that of the -.tamped amphora handles.
Though the^^:^ugge^;l^•^at^:;^hapt^^^^^
the amphoras to which they belong likely remained in circulation

longer and therefore would not have been new when they were

(a
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discarded. On the other hand, most of the latest coins seemed

relatively fresh; only one owl left coin (SA-190) showed any

detectable sign of wear.22

To the evidence of the coins and stamped amphora handles may

be added that of the pottery. This material falls in the crucial

period of early Hellenistic Athenian ceramics, a period which

Susan Rotroff has reviewed and largely reworked in preparation for

her forthcoming book on Hellenistic pottery from the Agora.33

These revisions have been made necessary by the finds from Koroni,

the Ptolemaic camp on the east coast of Attica that was briefly

occupied during the Chremonidean War of the 260s.34 Rotroff has

shown that certain changes in the traditional chronology of the

second half of the fourth century are in order, due in part to the

slowed development of shapes in the waning years of the Classical

period.35 in addition to Koroni, there are now several important

published deposits of the later 4th and first quarter of the 3rd

centuries that enable us to expand our knowledge of ceramic

chronology of this period. Among these are the Vari House, a

rural farm site in Attica occupied essentially during the half-

century from 325 to 275,36 ^^d Menon's Cistern in the Athenian

Agora.37 m publishing the material from Menon's Cistern, Stella

Miller showed that the pottery shared many of the characteristics

of that from Koroni and believed the cistern was closed around the

same time. Rotroff has now further ref^ied the dating of this

material. She originally connected the closing of Menon's cistern

and the attendant destruction of the house it served with the

uprising which took place in Athens during either 287 or 286.38
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^Cf. above, p. 19, with reference to deposits Q 12:3, R 12:1,

and R 12:4.

2Agora XII, p. 178; cf. ibid., p. 328 under no. 1309.

3cf. Aaora XXIII, nos. 57, 83, 447, 768, 833, 1785, 1826, and p.

335.

4two other pits in the area date to the same general period.

Deposit P 7:6 below the west drain of the Square Peristyle and

Laver 154 in the northeast corner of the first extension of the

Stoa terrace.

5see comments under Layer 9 in the Stratigraphic Summary for the

indications of contamination.

®For the contamination, cf. the Deposit Summary for P 7:8.

^This deposit was previously dated to ca. 475-460 (cf. Aaora

XII, p. 397). While the inventoried pottery falls in this general

period, fragments from the context pottery indicate that the

deposit belongs in the second half of the 5th century, as in fact

the original excavator, Eugene Vanderpool, had suggested. For

description of the relevant pieces, see the summary for this

deposit.

H-0^
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8cf. Aaora XII, p. 127 and nos. 771-775. The single early

example of this type, no. 771, is not similar to that found in

Layer 146.

^on the date of this pot, of. Aaora XII, p. 66.

lOoeposit R 11:3 previously was dated to the third quarter of the

5th century; of. Aaora XII, p. 398. The black glazed material

from this deposit, however, continues well into the last quarter

of the century.

llostrakon of Philinos: Agora Inv. No. P 23548; cf. A. E.

Raubitschek, "Philinos," Hesoeria 23, 1954, pp. 68-71. A second

ostrakon of Kleophon Kleippidou (P 22322) was discovered in the

fill over the foundation for the west stylobate of the Square

Peristyle just to the east of the area where 36 was found fLaver

151) and very likely originally derived from the same 5th century

fill.

^^Though excavated separately, these two deposits were part of a

single filling.

^^Attic pottery of the second half of the fifth century has been

well discussed. For the various shapes and their development, see

under the appropriate headings in Aaora XII. Cf. for individual

deposits, L. Talcott, "Attic Black-glazed Stamped Ware and Other
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Pottery from a Fifth Century Well," Hesoeria 4, 1935, pp. 475-523;

Pease, pesperia 6, 1937; Corbett, Hesoeria 18, 1949; S. I. Rotroff

and J.H. Oakley, Hesoeria Suppl. 000, forthcoming.

14cf. Aaora XII, p. 134.

ISibid., p. 147.

^®Agora Inv. Nos. L 4825 and L 4828, not catalogued.

1*7Agora IV, p. 46.

I^Ibid., pp. 59-60.

I^Mention may also be made of the late Geometric well. Deposit Q
8:9, located just below the southern end of the east wall of

Building E, and possibly disturbed by its construction. It

contained in its mouth sherds of the late 5th to mid 4th century,
though nothing as late as the pottery found in the ground levels
directly associated with Buildings D and E.

20For more detailed discussion of the stratification relating to
the construction fill and the sequence of construction, see above
pp. 212-216.

^^For the specific contamination of. under Laver 17 in the
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Stratigraphic Suirunary. It may be emphasized, however, that the

intrusion of later material was minor, especially considering the

amount of earth excavated (conservatively estimated at about 75

cu. m.). Unfortunately, this was not differentiated according to

level or area, so that it is impossible to determine precisely

where the intrusions may have occurred.

22unfortunately, the 2nd century pottery was discarded; note of

it, however, was made by the excavator. It seems to have included

material of the third quarter of the 3rd century into the 2nd

century, but no material of the first half of the 3rd century is

mentioned, further indication that the cistern was not open during

this period when the Square Peristyle was in use.

/
^ U't-vA V.

1 5^*1 . , . . j, "V._f_^or this class of stamps, see^Garlan,^ BCH Suppl. V,, pp. 213-
___ . . 7~kiw-L t-t c. [ I^7268. The names appearing on the stamps in 0-R 7-10 (Aristophon

1st, Herakle,. Poults, Timarchidas) were previously thought to ^
range in time from ca. 340 to 320. Miss Grace informs me '

(personal communication, July 1988) that Garlan is now prepared to

lower this date somewhat. I am grateful to Miss Grace for the

information included in this summary of the stamped amphora
handles from 0-R 7-10 and Q 10:1.

The fifth Thasian stamp (SS 10941) belongs to the earlier

two-name variety. The sixth (SS 11524) dates late in the 3rd

century and represents an^^trusion from Deposit Q8-9. Another
3rd century intrusion 'is^^to be recognized in SS 11496, a stamped
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handle from a Chian jar.

C^3^or reference to the Thasian stamps from Q10:1, see Garlan,
•iOb. 3 - 2^"] ^

pp. cit. (note 23 above) , p. 249, n. 21; 1982y< p. 21.'

p* ^ ^ c )"

CvrT. i't. '<-^i\XJ 0-<^ ^c-, < - u- ^•*-'—5 1
^^Thono vilj. -bB—fajriry-presentgd' 111 TfT-r»VM.^ryrr^>if^r^TTii m-r Tr<-.i n-r

on

coins from the Athenian Agora. I am grateful to Professor Kroll

for aicoualiingi with me the results of his work^a—^ fp-^
C ii, JUJU^ -cA^ -wCfc/

26For preliminary notice of this coin, see J. H. Kroll, "Nailing
Down the Archaeological Chronology of Early Hellenistic Athens,"

MA 87, 1983, pp. 241-242 (abstract).

27Kroll, "Chronology," pp. 145-147.

^^^ '̂̂ -^Ter-the association Mith-Xykouroos, see p. 7.17^—1-g-?^

29Kroll, "Chronology," p. 149.

OC^- (.(I- fU^

1, loc. cit. fnote 26 '--2.—^roiirioi:^-^^.(no^^
Saltcellars," pp. 344-345.

21cf. Kroll, "Chronology," p. 145, note 17.

22unfortunately, there is no numismatic evidence for the date of
Q 10:1, the Fill of the South Outer Wall. The three coins

i/5
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List from HAT to VG
30.VIII.52

SAH PROM CONSTRUCTION

0 - R 7 ;

FILL OF S^-iUARH BUILDING

10
-1

19.11.86

;=?'70

o_R tj-;o

C-oi

-7

SS 10901

10914

10932

10941

11003

11445

11496

11524

11567

15218

13913

added later

added 25.III.63 by M, Crosby

L-i

Thasian

fabricant device

piles

kantharos (Vase 7)

pomegranate

letter H

piles -with star

dolphin?

Sinopean (unrastored)aagle with dolphin

Corinthian B

Ohian? AAKITJtAXOZ

monogram '5P

monogram

monog ram

/ -Yi i <,

eponym

%jX OaJLx^^,,
AFINTOSiiiN Is^ ;vwi.vt.t-j

HBAKABI 7

nOYAYZ "
K,:-

TlfJAECI/j^Z

§IA2NIAH2 21(

JAH2L

AliOjUOA

A2T. A0aM9A(2PO2)

SS

13218

11003

11443

10914

11524

10941

10901

13913

11496

10932

11567

Bon

413

703

1411

1619

(post Bqn)

1730

For the listing as eponyms of Thasian names in single-name stamps (datable

ca. 340 B.C. and later)^see Y. Garlan, Suppl.V, P^ris 1979, pp.213-268. Of

the Thasian stamps in this deposit, SS 10941 (example of ^gn 1730, still unrearbored)
apparently belongs to the earlier, 2-name kind. The eoonyms API2T0^i£N 1st, HPAKAEI(

nOYAYZ and TI'.iAPX.IAAZ appear to be datable ca. 340-325 according to context in

Thasoa (article by Y. Garlan now in press, seen by me in incomplete state). At the

Agora, apart^/ from the dei)osit 0-R 7 ; 10, we have for IIOYAYZ fragments of a jar
(SS 6597) dated by his name, found in a pit (H 8:2) the contents of which

must apparently predete the temple of Apollo Patroos. See Has perla 6, 1937, ^



(p OZ.
- 2 -

pp.101-104; the pit is shovm in fig. 54, also, with associated tributary drain

leading to the Great Drain, in the plan, fig. 126. Thompson does not use SS 6597

in this publication. But he excavated and recorded it; and from all we know of

riOYAYZ, his date just fits its finding-place, confirming the date given to the

temple.

SS 11524 is the only Thasian listed with the group tliat is clearly too late.

Stamps dated by -iilAsiiHAHa I,I( belong to a large group of related types, dated by

7 or 8 eponyras, for whioh there is no context earlier than about 240 B.C. They

appear in the Fill over the Floor of the Square Building, and in the Middle Stoa

and Pergamon fillings; and fabric confirms the latish 3rd century date. vYhen I

asked Thompson about this item, he said it is quite possible it comes from the

Fill o'''"er the Floor, since sometimes it \ia.s vary difficult to distinguish.

The SinopQan handle has a stamp ofl Grakov'a Group la, for which his revised

data was secqnj or third quarter of the 4th century.

iha CorintMan Bmonogram SP is known to C.G.Koehler in several examples.It

had been dated tentatively late 4th/early 3rd centunry.

p.- , , with this stam.p,the bhian77 handles, SS 11496 is an example of about 17 known, but only

this one from the Agora. Other sites: Delos, Rhodes, ^-amos, Antiooh, Sa-^aria,

Gazer; a couple appear in oM publications. SS 11496 probably is Chian, but not
3 rd

datable before the Awd century; we seem to have no firm evidence of any stamps

with names on Chian jars datable earlier than the 3rd century B.C. This handle

like the Thasian SS 11524 is probably to be referred to the Pill over the Floor;
1) believe both were listed as from the Construction Fill with a query. T|te two

handles with monograms do not help with our dating. On He^enistic stamped Chian,

see Delos 27, pp. 360-363.

For the Construction FiU cleared of the two later handles, mav suggest a date

of ca. 340-320,

1
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At ens, febmarjr 27, 1986

Dear Homer,

Rhys Towneend asked me for commdnt on tne stamps in the Construction Fill

of the Square Buildinf,, their data compared with that of the Filling of the

South Outer Foundation of the sane building (Q 10 ; l). My old oom-ent on the

Constr» ill was much annotated# 1 have made a revised edition of whicn a

copy is enc'iosed; another copy is now in the Agora Deposits Summaries under

^'^,1 ' instead of in a little separate section of the 0 album among other
views of VG, But parnaps you never use that reference work.

ienti in is now made of a parallel at the Agjra for a Thasian stamp naming

II0YAY2. I have been wondering whether in publishing about the Apollo Ratroos

temple, its date, you no longer believe in the relevance of the contents of

that pit Joined to a drain that was a little overlapped by the temple. Ferhaps

the Overlap vm.s not as much of one as you later found convincing? Anyhow, it

does soem a olever rerilacament of the lost Bonstruction fill, especially as the

data of nOYAYZ is apparently Just right,

cteve Miller Ims been celebrating the birthdays of tne ancients of the School.

Mine (85) was followed by liary Zelia's (SO), and last evening Raul Clement's (80
I think). Steve's cook makes a first class cake, not to be found in shops, he went
to Paul's flBt, where I had a nice long talk with Dr. Samaras. 1 remembered loaving
been referred to him by Mrs. A. He told me he was mrried to the daughter of Mrs.
(and Mr.) 2aima (she must be a lot younger than he is?) and that led to talk of
Deltas and Hanakis. I have boen wondering how the Agora - the School - was first

In contact with Mr. Adosided, how we knew to ask him to be out business man.
Perhaps through Mr. Hill's oontatts. Perhaps it is in Lord's book. raul

received us nicely, as did his latvian Sleni. But of course he is not too strong.

Yours,
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SAH PROM CONSTRUCTION FILL OF SQUARE BUILDING

cr-'v

List from HAT 50.7III,5»:

.I•-1 *63 ^ ,-Aj ^^ ^ /-"A ^
:2. ^^6'̂ ^ IZ,^ /n ^

.v7»i -/ fabricant ^device
J. tii'vdXi 7\V,i -r '•

" Thasian HPAK^i(TOZ?) kantharos (v.VII)
^ T

SS 10901

10914

10932

10941

11003

eponym

\
nOYAYZ , pomsgranate

^ ' ••• •• (•^<J. A-, r : L•
TIMAEXIAA2 , letter S

I 2,Hr>~--:rr-." 1'̂ ^
I 5LASHNIAE2 21( piles with star

]AH2[ dolphin?

11443

ai496^

^11524 \
11567

2-1%

S-,-. S "

SS

I;?. j: I';

11003

n -7

Bog

'i '3

703

11443 1411

10914 1619

11624 (new)

10941 1730

f. .,,1,

Sinopean (not read) eagle with dolphin A2T,AnQ&A0A(£P02) 10901

Chian? AAKIMAX02

monograni 'ai

' j-.'n , A
unolass« monogram -a

11496

10932

11567'tjr r
I

Thasito. SS 10941 is probably datable before 340 B.C., another

>7>-

example of this type is ^ 52, but it does not oome from the filline of
(3^ I^ ic? X ] j

Assembly Plaoe III^ and the date is based on appearance of handles and stamp.
The types of HPAKAEITOZ, flOYAYZ. and TIMAHCIAA2 are further confirmed (than in
1952) as of the third quarter of the 4th century. But SS 11524, as a type of
^IA2HIAH2 2I(, belongs to a large group of related types, the products of 7 or
8 fabrioants, for which there is no context earlier than SE, oistem at b3/e
(N 21 : 4), the fill over the floor of the Square Bldg„ the Middle Stea build.

4»"* *' lug fill, and the deposit at Pergamonj and fabric
century, not early.

oonfimifi a date in the 3rd

Z/.-v". sro H A-7 >-w-o Lc^-dJL< 5^ ms-xm ^
ifrrrr- ^cM, .-t>—-u^i ZT '

' f.

• i

' •>-.cl
• VJ'.tft..

• •'̂ >-V.l
' •X ^ "

'• 7''

r'r
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The Sinopean handle has a stamp pf Grakov'a Group la, which he now dates

in the decond or third quarter of the 4th century,

Chian SS 11496 is probably datable not before 300* at any rate we have

no evidence, apart from this deposit, suggesting a date before 300 for any

Chian stamp with a name, A Chian Alkimashos os knovna in inscriptions of the

4/3 and of the 3rd oentuiy B.C,

No dates now for the two handles with monograms*

To sum up; the stamps here listed agree well with a date for the deposit

of third quarter of 4th cantury, if one discards the Thaslan SS 11534. which

oyght rather to be with the Fill over the Flior, and the Chian SS 11496y and

note that the finding-place record of both of these says they are "probably"

frmn this noonstruction filling.

rut-']
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3Ail from CaastrttotioK fill of Square Building

LiBt from HAT 30.vill.59t SS X0901, 10914* 10932, 10941, 11003, 11448, 11496^

11894, 11567* Ho addat '̂ Dio ooIbs and pottory £rm tho eono oontoxt oppoor to run

dcwm through Uio first quartor of tho Srd oant* B.C,"

fabrlcaat dorioo •pcnym SS

TIUSIM nourz

TIUAMJAAZ

(not ^roftd)
4Aot^4E«ieb

—(not read)—
I. A •-1 \ <6H '?

p«Mgi«aaato

lottor s

kauatharoo

pilos with otav
I

W11

I

11448

10914

J^io 10941 ?'
^ 4. 'M

>03

ClrA t0 / "J s-'tl )

11005

11594
3"-^ c-

POIITIC (not road) •agio with dolphin A2T.AnQlA04(2P0r) 10901

alsoel* MKBIAXOZ

ndaof»mt (in olrolo)

rwnognutt* ^ » •

U4it^

10988

11567

c,

^ 10941 appaarB hy fabric and what can ba aeon of tha atawn
For

to ba aarty 4th, ,tha handlaa of Poulya and Tiwarohidaa, and 11005 with icantharoa,
tha praaant guaaa ia Srd (ptartar of 4th| for 11834 with plloa, laat qaartar (wi^

* balTttga to a**kor*a group la, dntad ^
him In tho late 4th, ^ ^ othar throa handlaa, not wuoh to oantrlbataf a data
i« tho lattor ihijidii fourth to aarly Srd as

t
T?<S, -.1 •LU,

X— M .A
X

raaaanabla for tham*
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PRINCETTON, NEW JERSEY
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